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View of Product

Pack Contents Assembly Instructions
1. Premier Post x 2 (PEQ116)
2. Wheel-Away Bases x 2 (PEQ026)
3. Velcro Net Ties x 1 (BAD-060)

(Not Shown) x Base Covers (BOD110)2

Please Note: The net design will vary depending on the chosen type. Net not included with Posts.

1Place the posts directly on the doubles side lines. Attach one
end of the net headline cord to the ’Net Fixing Cleat’ on one

post and then take the other end over the pulley wheel on the other
post and attach this loosely into the cleat. At this stage loosely tie
the bottom of the net around the post so it keeps it shape.

2Wind the adjustable foot up or down until the net headline is set at
1.55m then lock off the foot with the lock nut.

4Once the net is tensioned use the velcro net ties to hold the net
tight against the post. Use one tie every other mesh. Re-tie the

bottom of the net so that this is tight. Once the posts are set up they
should look like the example shown in Fig.1.
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Bolts that hold the
upright to the base.

Fig.1

IMPORTANT PLEASE READ THE ASSEMBLY INSTRUCTIONS
CAREFULLY BEFORE STARTING TO ASSEMBLE YOUR
BADMINTON POSTS

Note: Fit the base covers over the weighted bases, with the foam on
top, and fasten in place with the velcro straps.
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Cleat

Adjustable foot.

3Tension the net to the correct height by pulling it through the cleat
and securing on the ‘teeth’ of the cleat. Doing this one end will

automatically tighten the other end of the net into the cleat.

NOTE: The correct height for the net is as follows:1.55m at each end
of the net and 1.524m at the centre of the net.

Tools required
1 x 13mm Spanner
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